
Increase yields, boost profits, and increase the value of your planter1. Kinze planter retrofit kits improve seed depth 
control and spacing, enable variable rate planting, reduce seed waste, and improve planting performance.

KINZE TRUE RATE™ VACUUM 
METER
Improve singulation and seed 
placement. Replace your existing finger, 
brush, or EdgeVac meters with the Kinze 
True Rate™ vacuum meter to experience 
99+% planting accuracy at planting 
speeds up to 8 mph2.

Available for: 3110, 3140, 3200, 3500, 
3600, & 3700

KINZE RETROFIT KITS 
UPDATE YOUR PLANTER TO THE LATEST TECHNOLOGIES

Are you ready to increase productivity, yields, and profits? Contact your local Kinze dealer for more information, or visit 
Kinze.com/Owners/Retrofit-kits

1 Contact your local Kinze dealer for information on specific planter availability. Not all retrofit kits are available on all planter configurations.
2 Speed and accuracy of the planter may be limited by field conditions, seed type and other variables.

ELECTRIC CLUTCHES
Diminish overplanting and reduce seed 
costs. Kinze electric clutches eliminate 
overplanting at end rows, point rows, 
and in irregularly shaped fields by 
turning off seed meters based on field 
maps and previously planted areas.

Available for: 3200, 3600, & 3700

HYDRAULIC DRIVE
Optimize seed performance by planting 
at variable rates. Adding a variable 
hydraulic drive enables adjustment 
of planting rates on the go from the 
tractor cab using field prescription 
maps or manual control.

Available for: 3600

HYDRAULIC WEIGHT 
TRANSFER
Reduce yield loss from pinch row 
compaction. The Kinze hydraulic weight 
transfer system distributes the planter’s 
weight across the toolbar to reduce pinch 
row compaction and maintain consistent 
planting depth across all rows.

Available for: 3600

PNEUMATIC DOWN 
PRESSURE  
Provide proper seed depth for 
consistent emergence. The Kinze 
pneumatic down pressure system 
adjusts to maintain consistent down 
pressure in changing soil types to ensure 
consistent seed depth.

Available for: 3500, 3600, 3660, 3700, & 
4900

EVEN ROW PUSH UNIT
Reduce tractor tire damage when 
planting 15-inch no-till beans. Avoid 
running tractor tires on corn stubble 
by adding an even row push unit. Also 
improves seed placement accuracy and 
utilizes the full width of the planter.

Available for: 3500, 3600, & 3660

FURROW CRUISER® SPIKED 
CLOSING WHEEL
Improve root penetration by reducing 
sidewall compaction. The angular tooth 
design of this closing wheel provides 
an ideal seed trench that promotes 
consistent plant emergence—especially 
in tough no-till conditions and saturated 
soils.

Available for: 3000, 3110, 3140, 3200, 
3500, 3600, 3700, & 4900

DAWN® GFX HYDRAULIC ROW 
CLEANER 
Ensure consistent seed depth by clearing 
heavy crop residue. Toolbar-mounted 
row cleaners are hydraulically adjustable 
from the cab and provide an undisturbed 
and consistent row unit ride.

Available on rear row units for: 3600, 
3660, & 4900


